ACCOUNTING
Brian Torres  Appelrouth, Farah & Co., P.A.
Caridad Vasallo  VMBG Accounting
Hadas Mizrahi  RSM US
Lazar Gutierrez  MBAF
Steven Friedman  Daszkal Bolton

BANKING
Daniel Pische  First American Bank
David Pruna  Centerstate Bank

EDUCATION
Brian Montalvo  Florida Atlantic University
John Xanthos  Nova Southeastern University

FINANCIAL-SERVICES
Andrew Costa  Global Wealth Management
Craig Eppy  The Eppy Group - Mass Mutual
Edmuno Angulo  BGI Capital
Ty Richardson  One Global Business Financing

HEALTH-CARE
Heather Woolf  Broward Health
Kara Cavuoto  Bascom Palmer Eye Institute
Mina Amini  Broward Health Medical Center
Morgan Harber  BioMatrix Specialty Pharmacy
Rebecca Heatheman  CSL Plasma

HOSPITALITY
Adam Jones  Miami Marlins
Sameer Nair  Kolter Hospitality

LAW BROWARD
Alison Smith  Weiss Serota Helfman Cole & Berman
Chad Van Horn  Van Horn Law Group
Dana Sonenstein  Greenspoon Marder LLP
Joshua Levenson  Holland & Knight LLP
Rebecca Rodriguez  GrayRobinson, P.A.
Reggie Zachariah  Greenberg Traurig, P.A.
Todd Baker  Steinger, Greene & Feiner, P.A.
Jeff Wank  Kelley Kronenberg

LAW MIAMI-DADE
Carlos Lago  Greenberg Traurig, P.A.
Elisa D’Amico  K&L Gates
Erica Rutner  Lash & Goldberg LLP
Justin Luger  Weiss Serota Helfman Cole & Berman
Marcus Bach-Armas  Miami Dolphins LTD
Matthew McGuane  Levine Kellogg Lehman Schneider + Grossman

LAW PALM BEACH
Elizabeth Moun  Greenberg Traurig, P.A.
Julia Wyda  Brinkley Morgan

MANUFACTURING
Kristin Cline Wurzak  Dayton-Granger, Inc.
Luis Gonzalez-Mendez  Triviida Health Inc
David Hasenauer  Green Point Research

MARKETING-AND-PR
Evan Snow  Choose954
Lais Pontes Greene  The Pontes Group
Sandra Ericson  rbb Communications
Shay Berman  Digital Resource

NON-PROFIT
Lily Weinberg  Knight Foundation

PROFESSIONAL-SERVICES
Christina Shea  Right Management, Florida/Caribbean
Maxine Gomez  Dry Tech 24/7

REAL-ESTATE-AND-CONSTRUCTION
Ben Mandell  Triceria Capital
Cristina Gloria  Tower Commercial Real Estate
David Zorrilla  KAST Construction
Matt Robbins  Berkadia
Ryan Romanchuk  DPR Construction
Hector Alzate  SROA Capital

TECHNOLOGY
Alice Rose  Modernizing Medicine

INSURANCE
Eugene Dortman  President at Pro Player Insurance, LLC
Russell Carp  LevelFunded Health
Stephanie Joy  Plastridge Insurance

Presenting Sponsor
Gold Sponsor
Silver Partners